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RADAR DIFFRACTION HORIZONS IN SNOW AND FIRN DUE TO
A SURFICIAL VERTICAL TRANSFER OF MASS
Jandyr M. Travassos1,5 , Saulo S. Martins2,5 , Jefferson C. Simões3,5 and Webe J. Mansur4
ABSTRACT. We focus here on three horizons conspicuously embedded in the rich radar stratigraphy revealed on the fixed-offset radar data obtained in Plateau
Detroit, Antarctic Peninsula. Spatial filtering removed the more energetic reflection field and the surface wave arrivals at the earlier time, leaving only the diffracted
field. This is particularly striking for the early time horizon where the direct wave arrivals had shrouded the diffractions before filtering. The density estimates and the
photographic datasets from a centrally located well at depths compatible with the diffraction horizons suggested they share a common origin: a vertical transfer of
mass associated with the formation of surficial hoar from a strong vertical temperature gradient in the snow cover, followed by a quick burial by fresh snow in a high
accumulation environment. We have inverted the fundamental mode of the phase velocity dispersion of the surface waves to obtain a group velocity estimate and its
depth range, used to improve the 1–D velocity model from a CMP gather by correcting its first velocity estimate. The same inversion solved an apparent ambiguity in
our data by associating the surficial horizon with a specific density residual. We have also shown through modeling that the diffraction horizons seen in our data can be
explained by the existence of large coarse–grained faceted crystals which became denser with depth than the surrounding firn.
Keywords: GPR, radar, diffraction field, velocity model, waveguide, polar stratigraphy, depth hoar, Antarctica.

RESUMO. Concentramo-nos aqui em três horizontes conspicuamente embutidos na rica estratigrafia revelada nos dados de radar de afastamento constante obtidos no
Platô Detroit, Península Antártica. Uma filtragem espacial removeu o campo de reflexão mais energético e as chegadas de onda de superfície das primeiras chegadas,
deixando apenas o campo difratado. Isso é notável para o horizonte de primeiras chegadas, onde as ondas diretas encobriam as difrações antes da filtragem. As
estimativas de densidade e os conjuntos de dados fotográficos do poço localizado no centro da aquisição mostram em profundidades cristais compatíveis com os
horizontes de difração dos dados de GPR, sugerindo uma origem comum: uma transferência vertical de massa associada à formação de hoar devido a um forte
gradiente vertical de temperatura na cobertura de neve fresca em um ambiente de alta acumulação. Nós invertemos o modo fundamental da dispersão de velocidade de
fase das ondas de superfície para obter uma estimativa de velocidade de grupo e sua faixa de profundidade usada para melhorar o modelo de velocidade 1-D a partir de
um CMP, corrigindo sua primeira estimativa de velocidade. A mesma inversão resolveu uma ambiguidade aparente em nossos dados ao associar o horizonte superficial
a uma densidade específica residual. Também mostramos através de modelagem que os horizontes de difração observados em nossos dados podem ser explicados
pela existência de grandes cristais facetados de granulação grossa que se tornaram mais densos com a profundidade do que o firn circundante.
Palavras-chave: GPR, radar, campo difratado, modelo de velocidade, guia de ondas, estratigrafia polar, depth hoar, Antártica.
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INTRODUCTION
Radar data has been widely used in mapping spatial distribution
of an ice cover properties such as the contact ice-bedrock, the
interface between cold and warm ice and the internal layering in
snow, firn and ice (Bentley et al., 1979; Clarke & Bentley, 1994;
Arcone et al., 1995; Arcone, 2002; Pälli et al., 2002; Spikes et al.,
2004; Dunse et al., 2008; Eisen et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2010;
Travassos et al., 2012; Medley et al., 2013; Miège et al., 2013;
Koenig et al., 2016). Within snow and firn the mapping is mostly
based on changes on density, which translate into the dielectric
properties of ice (Looyenga, 1965; Kovacs et al., 1995; Harper &
Bradford, 2003, e.g.). Density is not alone in affecting the radar
response, other several factors can affect the dielectric/electric
properties of the ice mass, including liquid-water content,
chemical composition, microparticle concentration and crystal
fabric (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
Density and crystal fabric changes usually occur in
association giving rise to important radar reflections belonging to
the internal layering in snow and firn. This is the case of melt and
depth hoar layers, which may be continuous for long distances,
thus becoming useful markers within the ice mass, much like a
sulfate-rich layer from a past volcanic event (Cuffey & Paterson,
2010). Accordingly depth hoar layers may be useful markers
within the firn horizon, being uniform across large distances
(Arcone et al., 2004, 2005; Helm et al., 2007; Kruetzmann
et al., 2011). As such those isochronal markers can be used in
extending localized ice core data to far-removed areas.
Solar heating at the near-surface allows the buildup of a
strong vertical temperature gradient in the dry snow cover, which
gives rise to sublimation, driven by a critical supersaturation
of vapor pressure at a given temperature. The vapor moves
vertically through the snow overburden and may deposit around
centers of crystallization in the form of large faceted crystals
(Colbeck, 1983; Alley, 1988; Alley et al., 1990). The kinetic
growth of faceted crystals is conditioned by the vertical vapor
flux, proportional to the temperature gradient, the larger the latter
is, the more rapid the growth and coarse-grained crystals become
(Colbeck, 1983, 1987; Alley et al., 1990). All that occurs under an
efficient heat change mechanism; sublimation requires a supply
of heat whereas deposition releases heat, an exchange of energy
accompanying crystal growth.
Depth hoar layers with large coarse-grained faceted crystals
develop in autumn as a result of the deposition process of the
vapor vertical flux on the immediate overburden in a constructive
metamorphism, leading to a continuous growth of facetted ice

crystals, with a relatively weak shear strength (Colbeck, 1982,
1983, 1989). The formation process requires the accumulation
and burial of depth hoar by fresh snow should occur rapidly,
accompanied by a strong negative gradient in temperature
(Shuman et al., 1993; Birkeland et al., 1998) so to retain large
temperature gradients at depth (Colbeck, 1982). Day-to-day
temperature gradients in the range & 5◦ C can reportedly cause
near-surface hoar formation (Shuman et al., 1993; Hachikubo &
Akitaya, 1996; Birkeland et al., 1998). The vertical transfer of mass
though vapor rising towards the surface should process with a
relatively small net loss to the free atmosphere, as compared with
the growth and densification rate of the faceted crystals (Alley &
Bentley, 1988; Shuman et al., 1993; Birkeland et al., 1998). With
burial a low-density faceted crystals horizon does become denser
more rapidly with depth than its surrounding firn horizons (Alley,
1988; Alley & Bentley, 1988; Alley et al., 1990) thus disrupting
the standard monotonically increasing behavior of density with
depth (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010, e.g.).
The physical characteristics a season-related depth hoar
horizon favor its radar detectability by more than one reason.
Not only a local high-to-low density transition gives rise to a
good permittivity contrast but also to a 180◦ phase shift on
the reflected field, which translates into a polarity change in the
radar trace from, say, − + −, to + − +. Notwithstanding the
recognition of a phase anomaly down the trace is anything but
easy several authors have used a wavelet polarity change to track
a given reflector with fixed-offset data for long distances (Arcone
et al., 2004, 2005; Helm et al., 2007). Moreover as hoar crystals
have weak lateral strength, the vertical load may be transferred
into shear deformation, eventually coalescing crystals into larger
blobs, further increasing the chance of detectability of a hoar
horizon using the diffracted field. Several works have reported
tracing such horizons in radar data along many kilometers (Pälli
et al., 2002; Arcone et al., 2004; Richardson-Näslund, 2004;
Spikes et al., 2004; Arcone et al., 2005; Helm et al., 2007;
Kruetzmann et al., 2011), reflecting a uniform density and crystal
fabric horizom in the subsurface.
In this work we analyze radar data obtained on Plateau
Detroit, Antarctic Peninsula, a region with a high deposition
rate on average of 2.5m /y (Potocki et al., 2016), about 2.5
times the accumulation rate estimated at Gomez ice core in
the south-western Antarctic Peninsula (Thomas et al., 2008).
The radar dataset comprises of fixed-offset (FO) and a common
midpoint (CMP) gather, complemented with density estimates
and photographic data from a well dug during the same field
campaign.
weq
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Figure 1 – The X in both panels marks the location of the borehole W, marked on the left on a scene of Landsat Mosaic of Antarctica. The white arrow in the inset
indicates the fieldwork location on the Antarctic Peninsula. The right panel shows the two profiles A and B analyzed in this work.

The high snow accumulation results in a rapid burial of
relatively thick annual layers turning the area on a privileged
location to investigate the layering structure of the firn layer.
We focus here on three diffraction horizons conspicuously
seen within the rich radar stratigraphy revealed by two
perpendicular FO profiles. The density data associated with the
two shallowest horizons indicates they have been formed from a
vertical transfer of mass, probably associated with the formation
of near-surface hoar. Rather than following the standard approach
of using them as isochronal markers as widely reported in
the literature we exploit the physical characteristics of those
diffraction horizons. Doing so we provide independent data to
correct the velocity model estimated from the CMP gather as well
as show through modeling, a diffraction horizon seen at depths
∼ 80m can be explained by the existence of a horizon of large,
centimeter-scale, coarse-grained faceted crystals. Moreover, we
have analyzed a surficial graded waveguide created by the mass
depletion at the bottom of the first diffraction horizon to estimate
a top group velocity at the surface to correct the first velocity
estimate from the CMP gather derived 1-D velocity model.
THE DATASET
The fieldwork was done during summer 2007/2008 on Plateau
Detroit (PD) at 64◦ 050 0700 S, 59◦ 380 4200W and 1930m asl, on
the northern Antarctic Peninsula. Our dataset comprises of GPR
1 Scene RGBREF_x − 2550000y + 1350000.
2 Acronym for the National Marine Electronics Association (http://www.nmea.org)
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and density data, from a borehole. Figure 1 shows the location
of the fieldwork superimposed on a Landsat Image Mosaic of
Antarctica (LIMA)1 of northern Antarctic Peninsula by USGS.
LIMA is a true-color, seamless, high resolution (30m) satellite
view of Antarctica assembled from more than 1,000 Landsat 7
ETM+ scenes collected primarily during 1999-2003 (USGS - US
Geological Survey, 2009).
The radar data comprises of two perpendicular FO profiles,
A (S-N) and B (W-E), crossing each other within their reaches,
and one W-E CMP gather. The CMP center point is close to the
crossing of the two FO profiles and to the well, W dug during
fieldwork, refer to Figure 1. The radar data were collected with
a bistatic PULSE EKKO 100 fitted with unshielded 100MHz
antennae in broadside parallel configuration, mounted on a single
fiberglass sled. A second, leading, sled transported the radar
console and a Leica GPS System 500, completed the man-hauled
acquisition train. The time window at acquisition was 3600ns
with a temporal sampling rate of 0.9ns and 8 stacks. A specially
built electronic interface fired the GPR at the onset of each GPS
NMEA2 output message, thus synchronizing trace acquisition to
positioning. The spatial sampling varied along profiles, averaging
to 0.87m.
Data processing was restricted to several temporal filtering
and gain stages. The original time window used during data
acquisition was cut short to 1500ns at the processing stage,
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Figure 2 – Panel (A) shows the CMP data with the move outs used for picking on the semblance panel (B) highlighted in red. The inset in (A) shows the direct waves
arrivals: the surface wave Sw and the airwave Aw . The white arrow in (B) points to an air reflection from the borehole facility. Panel (C) shows the interval velocity model,
the arrow shows the shift on the shallowest part of v1 to v̂ (1).

corresponding to a depth of ≈ 135m. From that depth
downwards, the section becomes noisier, devoid of reflectors
and no return from the bedrock. This means the radar sections
are mostly restricted to the snow and firn horizons; the interface
between firn and ice was found at 110m in the borehole.
The Common Midpoint Data
The velocity model is estimated from a W ↔ E CMP gather,
having a total length of 73m. We adopted a stop-and-go firing,
each antenna being moved away from each other in steps of 0.1m
from a minimum offset of 1m. It was not possible to acquire
another CMP gather to fathom any lateral changes in firn velocity,
plagued as we were by a series of heavy storms during the whole
period of our work, leaving us with just a few days worth of
data collection. The CMP center point was just a few meters
South from the well, enough to prevent the air reflections from
its metallic infrastructure affecting too much the radar section
(Travassos et al., 2012).
The picking on the velocity spectrum panel produces
a root-mean-square velocity model, vrms,i , i = 1, , 10, each
estimate being valid above each considered reflector. The vrms
estimates were subsequently inverted to produce the interval
velocities estimates through Dix Formula (Yilmaz, 2001), vi , i =
1, ..., 10, shown in panel C of Figure 2. We use the vi model to

construct the vertical depth axis shown in the figures herein. Note
the accuracy of the velocity model, estimated through picking
on the velocity spectrum from the CMP, is dependent on gather
length and on the subsurface velocity distribution itself. The
higher the velocity is, i.e. the closer to the snow surface, the less
accurate a velocity estimate is, a fact affecting at least the first
estimate v1 .
We will refine v1 in an attempt to reduce the inherent errors
in estimating the depth for the radar data using the dispersion of
the surface waves traveling along a surficial waveguide. That will
split v1 into two estimates: v1 → v̂1 , v1 . The estimate v̂1 will be
obtained through an inversion process on the dispersion curve of
the surface waves below.
The Fixed-Offset Profiles
We turn our focus to the two FO profiles, A and B, running W-E
and S-N respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Profile A displays
a rich stratigraphy along its 683m and down to about 1000ns
when the signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, decreases markedly toward
the end of the section, refer to Figure 3. The 1122m long profile
B displays a similar behavior to profile A, maybe with a slightly
better S/N with depth, Figure 4. As the S/N deteriorates the signal
gets overwhelmed by a grainy looking noise, which we could not
filter out without being detrimental to the useful returns. The last
Revista Brasileira de Geofísica, Vol. 36(4), 2018
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Figure 3 – The radar section of profile A with the vertical axes showing both TWT and depth, as estimated by the
1-D velocity model is shown in Figure 2. The two white rectangles delimitate parts of the section with the diffraction
horizons Hi , i = 1, 2, 3, indicated by hollow white arrows. The solid arrows point to the deepest reflector seen in the
section.

Figure 4 – The radar section of profile B with the vertical axes showing both TWT and depth, the latter estimated by
the 1-D velocity model shown in Figure 2. The hollow white arrows point to the diffraction horizons Hi , i = 1, 2, 3.
The solid arrows point to the deepest reflector seen in the section.
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reflector we were able to recover lies at TWT>1400ns, refer to
Figures 3 and 4. We did not correct for the topography of ≈ 3%
any of the two sections, as we are not interested in near-surface
accumulation rates.

brittle ice has begun. From that depth onwards all but just one ice
core surfaced completely fractured, probably from the release of
stresses present in the ice during the coring activity. The drilling
tool finally got stuck at 133.28m, bringing the drilling effort to a
halt. We deal here on the ice density data, which is limited in depth
to 65m only; the remaining data was regrettably lost. We have
estimated one density value for each ice core with a modal length
of 0.98m, resulting in a standard, monotonically increasing data
series with depth, e.g. (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010).
The depth dependency on the density estimates can be
expressed as a deviation from the density of pure glacier ice ρice
(Herron & Langway Jr, 1980),

Figure 5 – Panels (A) show parts from the radar section of profile A within the two
white rectangles shown in Figure 3. Panels (B) show the corresponding diffracted
fields obtained from trace differencing.

d ρ (z)
= C0 (ρ (z) − ρice ) .
dz

Both profiles begin with an energetic band of the two direct
arrivals at an early time, followed by many energetic reflectors
with increasing dips the greater the TWT is. Notwithstanding the
rich firn stratigraphy, revealed in Figures 3 and 4, we rather focus
on the three horizons Hi , i = 1, 2, 3, which appear arrowed in
the sections. Horizon H1 shows the direct air and ground waves
arrivals, bundled as a relatively thick black and white horizontal
band at ≤ 30ns. The other two horizons are characterized by
many diffractions bounded by strong reflectors in both sections.
H2 is horizontal at TWT ≈ 160ns, while H3 dips in both sections.
Diffractions in H3 are a little fainter than in H2 but still noticeable.
We can separate the diffractions from the other more
energetic direct and reflected waves in horizon H1 , through
spatial high-pass filter, trace differencing, thus yielding just the
diffracted field. The spatial filter gives better results the flatter
a given horizon is. The Figure 5 compares the full with the
diffracted fields inside the white rectangles of Figure 3. The
diffractions in H1 , which were hitherto overwhelmed by the
energetic direct waves arrivals now appear clearly. Accordingly,
we can hypothesize all three horizons share similar causes.
The inquisitive reader will not have to strain his eyes in
realizing there are other additional diffraction horizons seen in
the data, for instance, it is easy to spot two such horizons between
H1 and H2 in Figure 5. We choose to keep our focus on the three
horizons mentioned above as they provide us with the information
we need.

A solution to (1) is ρ (z) = C1 +C2 exp (C0 z), where the Ci , i =
0, 1, 2, are constants. This empirical model of firn densification
ranges from the surface to the zone of pore close-off, including
two (Herron & Langway Jr, 1980) or even three (Ligtenberg et al.,
2011) distinct stages of firn densification. To our ends it is enough
to approximate the density log with one single densification stage
throughout the complete depth range,

The Density Record
We dug a 133m deep borehole at the center of the study area,
which yielded intact ice cores down to 109.29±0.49 m where

ρ (z) = 0.339z0.185

for z ≤ 65m (R2 = 0.97) .

(1)

(2)

In spite of its simplicity relation (2) serves well the purpose
of removing the depth dependence on the density, leaving only
localized variations of density estimates, or residuals δ ρ (z).
Consider an anomalous residual if it stands more than two
standard deviations away from the expected firn densification,
expressed by relation (2): |δ ρ (z)| > 0.029. Of the four
anomalous residuals, δi , i = 1, . . . , 4, only δ4 is a positive, or
denser, residual. The density estimates and relation (2) are shown
in Figure 6.
δ1,2,3 are negative residuals indicative of mass depletion,
probably due to a process of vapor flux loss to the atmosphere
and the formation of near-surface hoar (Birkeland et al., 1998;
Shuman et al., 1993). With burial that hoar horizon does become
denser more rapidly with depth than its surrounding firn horizons,
the lower horizon becoming noticeably lighter due to the mass
loss. This denser-to-light firn couplet is not seen in in the density
data in Figure 6 due to the density data discretization, it rather
manifests as negative residuals in density, probably due to the
fact the mass loss affects a wider depth span than the more limited
thickness of a hoar horizon.
Revista Brasileira de Geofísica, Vol. 36(4), 2018
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THE DIFFRACTION HORIZONS H1 , H2 AND H3
We now focus on the three geophysical horizons H1,2,3 , which
thanks to the spatial high-pass filter we know they are all
characterized as horizons of diffractions. Before filtering the
diffractions in H1 were hidden behind the direct waves arrivals,
refer to Figure 5. Moreover, horizons H1,2 may be associated with
three negative residuals δ1,2,3 , all indicative of a vertical transfer
of mass from a particular horizon to the overburden or to the
atmosphere. The diffractions seen in H1,2,3 may be explained by
a rapid densification of a low-density hoar horizon with depth
(Alley, 1988; Alley & Bentley, 1988).
The Surficial Waveguide H1

Figure 6 – The heavy dots are the density estimates as measured along the well
W. The dash line shows the expected densification of firn with respect to depth,
relation (2). The density estimates corresponding to the anomalous residuals,
δi , i = 1, . . . , 4 are indicated by arrows. The depths of the two horizons H1 and
H2 are depicted close to the right vertical axis.

The residuals δ1,2,3 occur at depths compatible with the first
diffraction horizon H1 , while δ3 virtually coincides in depth with
H2 at 19m, Figure 6. The two residuals δ1,2 occurring at depths
close to a single diffraction horizon H1 is less an ambiguity than
it may appear at first glance as H1 occurs at an early time, where
the velocity model is less accurate. We are going to come back to
this below when we refine the earliest time velocity estimate v1 .
Conversely, the positive anomalous residual δ4 , at ∼25m,
is too far in TWT from the nearest anomaly H2 , even
considering eventual velocity model inaccuracies. Therefore,
Figure 6 suggests that horizons H1 and H2 are correlated with
the negative density residuals. This implies the horizons H1 and
H2 , associated as they are to δ1,2,3 , are geophysical signatures of
a process of mass depletion associated to a vertical flux of vapor
from sublimation, subsequently deposited within an overlying
horizon. On the other hand, δ4 probably would have required the
onset of surface melting followed by refreezing. In any case, both
mechanisms would need the occurrence of intense temperature
gradients in past climate.
Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 36(4), 2018

The direct waves arrivals of horizon H1 span from the surface to
a TWT = 25ns, which by using the first velocity estimate v1 =
0.2m/ns valid for TWT≤250ns, would imply in a depth of 3m.
As the discretization of the density estimates origins from a core
length with a modal length of 0.98m, the two density residuals δ1
and δ2 are limited in depth to < 4m, under the reach of two ice
cores with half-lengths at depths of 2.28 and 3.16m.
There are many examples of formulae relating density to
permittivity/velocity (Looyenga, 1965; Kovacs et al., 1995; Harper
& Bradford, 2003). Any of them would suit us in estimating a
permittivity contrast between two ice cores around δ2 based on
the density record. From Looyenga (1965) we estimate an 8.7%
contrast in permittivity, enough to yield a critical angle across the
transition boundary. This ensures that a great part of the energy
will be partly confined within the top layer, acting as a planar
asymmetrical waveguide of about < 4m thick, bounded by air on
its top boundary and less refringent ice on its bottom. That is
a graded waveguide as the permittivity varies inside it and thus
internal reflections and refractions, but for our purposes, we can
simply ignore those internal phenomena.
Our model for the waveguide has three homogeneous,
stationary and nonmagnetic media with the following hierarchy
on the real permittivities: ε1 < ε2 > ε3 . This represents a
transition from a less refringent air layer (ε1 = 1) to a more
refringent/denser firn layer, on the top of a less refringent/lighter
firn half-space. The geometry of the system can be parameterized
using a Cartesian reference frame with the z-axis pointing
downwards having the origin at the snow surface where the
transmitter and receiver set, with the x-axis pointing along
the direction of increasing offset, in accordance to the CMP
gather. The layer is infinite along both x and y axes so there
will be neither reflections nor edge effects to deal with along
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those two directions. The EM waves are launched into the
waveguide by the bipolar transmitting antennae, perfectly coupled
to the waveguide‘s free interface. As the antennae were deployed
in broadside-perpendicular configuration during fieldwork, i.e.
perpendicular to the x-direction, the problem is restricted to the
TE mode.
The waveguide acts as a directional filter, allowing rays with
angles θz ≥ θc reach larger offsets, tipping the energy balance
more and more toward rays traveling with larger angles, at larger
offsets. Energy losses occur within the waveguide through a
combination of diffraction, geometric wavefront spreading and
absorption in the medium, the former being the main energy
loss mechanism. All occurs as if a net purely horizontal field
propagated along the increasing offset direction with a wave
number
2π
2π f
kx =
=
,
(3)
λ2
v p(Φ)
where λ2 is the wavelength inside the waveguide, f is the
frequency and v p (Φ) is the phase velocity, function of the phase
difference Φ of waves traveling along the waveguide. The kx , real
in lossless media, has the same value across both boundaries
due to the continuity of the parallel field components.
The propagation modes along the waveguide are
conditioned by the total phase difference at a given offset xi .
We can write the phase difference after a given ray have reflected
back into the waveguide as
Φi = (Φ23 + Φ21 )i ,

(4)

where Φ2i is the phase of a wave zigzagging along the waveguide,
medium 2 after it has bounced off from the interface with any of
the two boundary media i 6= 2. The waves interfere constructively
after successive reflections, making the propagation modes a
waveguide’s static property. A modal propagation can only exist
above a cutoff frequency, which is distinct for each mode (Lorrain
et al., 1988).
The modal equation for our system is (Lorrain et al., 1988,
Chapter 35)
4π

r
cos θ = Φ21 + Φ23 + 2mπ ,
λ2

(5)

where r is the waveguide thickness. This is an eigenvalue
equation for the angle of incidence θ on a given interface. The
phase difference Φ is a function of θ , which can only attain values
satisfying the modal equation (5), each integer m corresponding
to an eigenvalue of θ and to a given propagation mode; m is the

mode order. From relation (3) the phase velocity in the waveguide
can be expressed as
v p (Φ (θ )) = f λ2 =

c
√ .
sin θ ε2

(6)

Apply f-k filtering to the CMP data to yield a section where
the direct wave arrivals become dominant. Clean the section by
muting the air arrivals above and filter the artifacts below the direct
ground wave arrivals. Produce a phase velocity spectrum (Park
et al., 1998) and pick the propagation modes. Note that a phase
velocity dispersion curve could have also been obtained directly
from the f-k spectrum (Strobbia & Cassiani, 2007). Figure 7 show
the phase velocity panel conspicuously showing 4 propagation
modes, corresponding to m = 1, . . . , 4 in equation (5), along
with their respective pickings.
We invert the phase velocity dispersion curve
corresponding to the fundamental mode of the TE mode, m = 1
in equation (5), which is the curve labeled 1 in Figure 7. The direct
model is a multi-argument function v p (Φ) = ( f , θ , ε2 , ε3 , r),
from equations (5) and (6). We regularize the inversion procedure
by restricting parameter ranges to ε2 = [1.33, 1.86] > ε3 =
[1.33, 1.99] , r = [0.5, 6] m. We consider the inversion
problem have converged when the L1 norm cost function on
the phase velocity
Ψ=

1 N v̂ p ( fi ) − v p ( f , θ , ε2 , ε3 , r)
,
N∑
v̂ p ( fi )
i=1

(7)

estimated for the N picked frequencies, reaches its global
minimum. v̂ p is a picked value and v p is estimated through the
modal equation (5). We use a local minimization algorithm based
on the simplex search method to find the minimum of (7).
Figure 8 shows the mapping of the cost function (7) for
the whole allowed range of the parameters (ε2 , ε3 , r). The cost
function reaches a single, conspicuous, minimum pointing to
an inverted surficial waveguide characterized by a permittivity of
ε2 = 1.39 and a thickness of r = 2.5m. The inverted thickness
of r = 2.5m indicates that the horizon H1 originates at the
depth corresponding to the density residual δ2 at depth of ≤ 3m.
Considering that the density discretization comes from ice cores
with a modal length of 0.98m the agreement of our inversion to
the observed data is remarkable.
We incorporate ε2 in our 1-D velocity model shown in
Figure 2 using relation (8) and substituting the first r = 2.5m of
the estimate v1 by v̂1 = 0.25m/ns, as shown in Figure 2. With
this correction we can now associate the bottom boundary of H1
with the ice core at a half-core depth of 3.16m. This associates
Revista Brasileira de Geofísica, Vol. 36(4), 2018
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Figure 7 – Phase velocity spectrum for the dispersive direct ground wave
arrivals, showing the maxima corresponding to the first 4 modes. The picking
on the velocity dispersion curves is represented by the four white dash curves.

Figure 8 – Mapping of the cost function (7) for the whole allowed range of the
parameters (ε2 , ε3 , r). The black dot shows the position of the global minimum.

H1 to the density residual δ1 , thus solving the open issue above
in the section on the density data.

and 90◦ . The varying lateral dimensions of the sections are the
function of the brittleness of firn, being always ≤ 9cm and
≤ 7cm, respectively. Figure 9 shows photographs from two
ice cores at depths compatible to the geophysical anomalies
H2 and H3 , respectively. The vertical and horizontal cuts have
the same polarization angle for the crossed polarizers. The
boundaries between the large crystals and the smaller rounded
equilibrium firn crystals, which high accumulation areas firn
grains can be modeled as prolate spheroids with an axial ratio
≈ 1 (Alley, 1987), are clearly visible in the axis parallel to core
sections. The firn round grains appear less bright as they scatter
light incoherently. The large crystals can be & 2cm at 15m
deep, while smaller crystals of ' 1cm parallel and ' 0.5cm
perpendicular to core axis are seen within the 95m depth interval.
Construct a three-layer model with three horizons of little
spheres to simulate the large crystals and use the GprMax
software (Giannopoulos, 2005). The three-layer model is inspired
by the interval velocity model shown in Figure 2, the permittivity
of each layer is given by

Modeling the Diffraction Horizons H1 , H2 and H3
The diffraction horizons seen in our data could have been
produced by rough interfaces or individual bodies, all of limited
extent as compared to the wavelength. Fractures can also
produce diffractions, but they cannot be confined to relatively
thin horizons. Ice core inspection revealed a few rough surfaces
only on the top r = 15m after that surfaces tended to be flat. It
remains to us checking whether large hoar crystals can produce
the diffractions we see in our data even down to a depth of
' 80m.
We resort to numerical modeling to access whether
large crystals can indeed produce the conspicuous geophysical
signatures seen in our data. We assess their size resorting
to photographs of thin sections of the ice cores with crossed
polarizers at depths compatible to the depths of the diffraction
horizons H1 , H2 and H3 . Grains of dissimilar orientations will
appear with different colors under the crossed polarizers due to
the optical birefringence of ice. Their visibly etched boundaries
structures become aligned to a given axis orientation under the
polarizers, thus allowing counting and size estimation.
We cut 1mm thick sections of the ice cores both parallel
and perpendicular to the core’s longitudinal axis. Each section
is laid on a universal stage and photographed with a digital
camera under polarizers with relative angles 0◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦
Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 36(4), 2018
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εi = (c/v ) .
i

(8)

where c = 0.3m/ns is the velocity of light, and vi , i = 1, 2, 3 are
the velocities of each layer with bounds Hit and Hib . The depths
to the spheres horizons, His in each layer are compatible with the
diffraction horizons seen in our data. The first horizon has just 1
row of spheres, the other two have two vertically contiguous rows,
with centers laterally dislocated in relation to the other row.
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All the spheres have the same diameter φ =0.025m, a
compromise between the observed grain sizes and numerical
issues. The model simulates a fixed-offset profile with antennae
offset of 0.5m and a spatial sampling of ∆x =0.02m, for a
maximum depth of 90m, corresponding to a time window of
1017ns. In order to attribute a permittivity value εis to the spheres
we resort to the experimental fact the radar velocity through snow,
firn and ice can be related to density. We adapted the formula of
Looyenga (1965) to our density data to estimate the permittivity
of the spheres. All the model parameters we used in generating
the synthetic data are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Model parameters used in constructing a three-layer model, each
having little spheres along horizons. Each sphere horizon His is made up of one
[· · · ] to two rows [.·.·.· ] of spheres.

εi

Hit , hbi (m)

His (m), εis

ε1 = 1.7

[0, 3.5)

H1s = 3, ε1s = 1.53 [· · · ]

ε2 = 2.25

[3.5, 33)

H2s = 16, ε2s = 2.14 [.·.·.· ]

ε3 = 2.49

[33, 90]

H3s = 80, ε2s = 2.14 [.·.·.· ]

Figure 9 – Panel (A) shows photographs of vertical (V) and horizontal (H) 1mm
thick cuts at two depths. The two horizontal white segments on the left lower corner
represent 1cm. Panel (B) shows a stack of horizons cut from the numerical data
cut at the depths of the spheres horizons.

We apply a trace-difference filter to the synthetic data
to enhance the hyperbolic and suppress the horizontal events,
resulting in an all-blank section but for the diffractions. We
present the results in Figure 9 as a stack of radar section cuts
at the spheres horizons, each having an independent gain level
for the sake of visualization. The synthetic data tells us that large
crystals can indeed produce the diffractions seen in our data even
at great depths ' 80m. And as the kinetic growth of hoar crystals
results from the occurrence of intense temperature gradients, then

the three diffraction horizons H1,2,3 can be regarded as markers
in radar sections, linked to the past climate.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed three diffraction horizons H1,2,3 in a radar
FO dataset obtained in a high accumulation region of northern
Antarctic Peninsula. Density and photographic data from a well
dug in the same field campaign complemented the geophysical
data. We worked with the hypothesis that those horizons are
a geophysical signature of vertical transfer of mass, probably
associated with the formation of near-surface hoar, subsequently
quickly buried by fresh snow in a high accumulation context. Hoar
horizons are used at large as chronological radar markers much
like, e.g., past volcanic event fallout.
We have separated the weaker diffracted field in the first
diffraction horizon H1 by filtering off the more energetic surface
wave arrivals, showing that horizon has diffractions like the other
two horizons. Because that horizon is bounded by air on its top
boundary and less refringent ice on its bottom, it acts as a planar
asymmetrical waveguide, appearing in the CMP gather as surface
waves dispersive arrivals. We have inverted the fundamental
mode of phase velocity dispersion to obtain both a surficial group
velocity estimate and the waveguide thickness. The inversion
results were used in correcting the first velocity estimate from the
CMP-derived 1-D velocity model, thus improving the accuracy of
the time-to-depth transformation of the radar data. The improved
depths allowed to associate the first diffraction horizon H1 to the
specific density residual δ1 , thus solving an apparent ambiguity
in our dataset. To our knowledge our work is the first to correct
a CMP velocity model with a group velocity estimate from the
inversion of the phase velocity dispersion of the surface wave
arrivals.
Our results allowed the association of the two shallowest
diffraction horizons to anomalous negative residuals in density,
indicative of mass depletion probably due to a process of vapor
flux losses to the overburden and to a lesser extent to the
atmosphere. Notwithstanding the third horizon lying beyond
the deepest density estimate, we can assume it shares the
same origin, primarily related to strong temperature gradients.
To show that we resorted to numerical modeling to show the
diffraction horizon seen at depths ∼ 80m probably originate
from centimeter-scale grains; they cannot be explained by the
usual firn round grains otherwise they would be seen everywhere
throughout our data, not confined to horizons. Those large
coarse-grained faceted crystals are typical of the kinetic growth
Revista Brasileira de Geofísica, Vol. 36(4), 2018
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of depth hoar and, therefore are associated with large temperature
gradients.
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